Partitioning the net effect of host diversity on an emerging amphibian pathogen
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The ‘dilution effect’ (DE) hypothesis predicts that diverse host communities will show reduced disease. The underlying causes of pathogen dilution are complex, because they involve non-additive (driven by host interactions and differential habitat use) and additive (controlled by host species composition) mechanisms. Here, we used measures of complementarity and selection traditionally employed in the field of biodiversity–ecosystem function (BEF) to quantify the net effect of host diversity on disease dynamics of the amphibian-killing fungus Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd). Complementarity occurs when average infection load in diverse host assemblages departs from that of each component species in uniform populations. Selection measures the disproportionate impact of a particular species in diverse assemblages compared with its performance in uniform populations, and therefore has strong additive and non-additive properties. We experimentally infected tropical amphibian species of varying life histories, in single- and multi-host treatments, and measured individual Bd infection loads. Host diversity reduced Bd infection in amphibians through a mechanism analogous to complementarity (sensu BEF), potentially by reducing shared habitat use and transmission among hosts. Additionally, the selection component indicated that one particular terrestrial species showed reduced infection loads in diverse assemblages at the expense of neighbouring aquatic hosts becoming heavily infected. By partitioning components of diversity, our findings underscore the importance of additive and non-additive mechanisms underlying the DE.

1. Introduction

Biodiversity loss is happening at increasingly rapid rates and changing the distribution of organisms around the globe [1]. Biodiversity declines alter several features of communities, including the number of species (species richness), identity of species (species composition), their relative abundances (species evenness) and species interactions [2]. These features, in concert, drive key mechanisms responsible for ecosystem functioning, such as primary production, competition, predation and disease dynamics [3–7].

A number of recent studies have shown that declines in biodiversity can lead to increases in disease risk [7–10], but the underlying mechanisms leading to this pattern, and their generality, are complex and controversial [11–13]. This phenomenon of high host diversity reducing disease, termed the dilution effect (DE), can arise through several potential mechanisms by which diversity affects transmission, including encounter reduction, susceptible host regulation, infected host mortality and recovery augmentation (reviewed in [9]). These mechanisms have in common that both host interactions and the identity of the species
influence the likelihood of transmission and disease. Encounter reduction—one clear mechanism that lowers transmission rates and thus leads to DE—operates in communities in a couple of ways. First, the proportion of susceptible and immune hosts may change with shifts in diversity, leading to reduced encounter rates between infected and uninfected hosts [9]. Second, diverse host communities may partition niche space more finely due to local adaptation, specialization and competition [14], and may in turn experience reduced encounter rates and transmission among conspecifics, and reduced pathogen spillover across host species [5]. Identifying the drivers of transmission most affected by biodiversity loss and their relative contribution to wildlife diseases has been challenging, despite their importance for effective wildlife management and disease forecasting. Without a clear understanding of these mechanisms, we will not be able to predict general patterns of disease dynamics in nature.

The mechanisms behind diversity–disease relationships are in many ways parallel to other important processes driving ecosystem functioning or performance [15–17]. Studies in the field of biodiversity–ecosystem function (BEF) demonstrate that a decrease in species diversity can reduce primary productivity [16–18] and increase herbivory [19] through a variety of additive and non-additive mechanisms. Within the BEF literature, additive mechanisms are those entirely driven by host composition, such that the ecological response of any species in a diverse assemblage can be predicted by its response in monoculture and its relative abundance in the mixed community [20]. Additive mechanisms also apply to diversity–disease relationships [5], and as defined, a necessary condition is that host species will respond identically to disease in single-host and mixed assemblages. The sampling effect is a common additive mechanism that applies to both BEF and DE [6,16]. It states that highly diverse assemblages have a higher probability of including at least one species with extreme ecological characteristics that can substantially affect ecological responses such as primary productivity [15,21] and/or pathogen transmission.

While additive mechanisms almost certainly play a role in disease dynamics, many important mechanisms for BEF and diversity–disease relationships are non-additive. Non-additive mechanisms occur when the ecological response of a given species in mixed assemblages cannot be predicted by how it responds in uniform populations. A non-additive mechanism commonly identified in the field of BEF arises due to interspecific differences in resource utilization with downstream effects on primary productivity [16]. Non-additive mechanisms also apply to diversity–disease relationships [5], and can result from host interactions and differential habitat use to alter disease response of host species in diverse assemblages. Two non-additive ecological mechanisms that have been widely studied in BEF, facilitation/inhibition and niche partitioning, are jointly referred to as ‘complementarity’ [17]. In facilitation/inhibition, heterospecific neighbours control damage to a particular plant species by attracting or repelling herbivores (e.g. associational susceptibility/resistance) [22]. In niche partitioning, species have complementary habitat use or resource utilization, and thus diversity often has a positive influence on primary productivity [3]. Although complementarity clearly applies to BEF studies on primary productivity, its potential role in DE is not intuitive, because host species do not complement each other in order to obtain higher or lower infection loads. However, parallel processes do exist. For example, differential habitat use among host species can affect disease risk if species diversity causes a reduction in niche overlap, and thereby decreases host contact rates and transmission.

In addition to complementarity, selection is a second component of diversity that can potentially affect diversity–disease relationships [5]. Selection measures the disproportionate impact of one particular species (or guild) in diverse assemblages compared with its performance in uniform populations [21], and therefore it can be driven by both additive and non-additive mechanisms [15,16]. Selection can occur due to one species’ ability to become disproportionately less infected (thus becoming locally dominant over multiple generations) at the expense of neighbouring species becoming heavily infected (and becoming locally extinct) [16]. Therefore, selection does not depend just on species frequencies (the so-called sampling effect), but also on a variety of host species interactions (non-additive mechanisms) [16].

Here, we used an amphibian host–pathogen system to identify mechanisms underlying diversity–disease relationships. We partitioned the net effect of host diversity on pathogen infection loads and measured the relative contribution of ‘complementarity’ and ‘selection’ to disease risk. We experimentally exposed tropical amphibians to a panzootic strain of the chytrid fungus Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd) in single- and multi-host treatments. This epidermal pathogen has a broad host range among amphibians [23], and is implicated in population declines and species extinctions worldwide [24–27]. We used seven wild-collected tropical amphibian species that fall along a continuum of breeding mode and habitat use, ranging from fully terrestrial to mostly aquatic. Our specific goals were to (i) test whether the mechanisms of complementarity and selection, or a combination of both, drive diversity–disease relationship in our study system, and (ii) identify the contribution of species composition to pathogen dynamics. Our work demonstrates the application of principles of BEF to disease ecology. This perspective offers an accurate and fine-scale measurement of the effects of biodiversity on disease and enhances our mechanistic understanding of diversity–disease outcomes. Both of these goals are increasingly critical with the rapid anthropogenic acceleration of biodiversity loss.

2. Material and methods

(a) Host species

We captured adult anurans of seven locally abundant species in October 2012 from Parque Estadual da Serra do Mar—Núcleo Santa Virginia in the Brazilian Atlantic Forest (23°35′S, 45°16′W). We assigned a host aquatic index (AI) to each species (adapted from [28]), which quantifies the amount of time spent in aquatic environments summed across different amphibian life stages. Because Bd is a water-borne fungal pathogen, AI also serves as a relative measure of species-specific exposure and transmission probability in natural communities [29,30]. Our seven focal host species ranged from exclusively terrestrial species (i.e. direct developers) occupying forest leaf-litter (AI = 0) Brachycephalus pitangui (PTT) and Ichthocnema parva (PAR); Brachycephalidae), to species breeding in aquatic habitats but occupying the arboreal stratum ((AI = 1) Dendropsophus minutus (MIN), Scinax hayii (HAY) and Hypsiboas baueri (BAN); Hylidae), to species breeding in aquatic habitats and occupying the margins of streams and other bodies of water ((AI = 2) Physalaemus cuvieri (CUV), Leptodactylidae; Hylodes
phyllodes (PHY), Hylodidae). Thus, our focal taxa represent a full gradient of host AI found in the natural environment ranging from terrestrial (AI = 0) to highly aquatic (AI = 2).

(b) Focal pathogen

We investigated the effect of host diversity on dynamics of the amphibian chytrid fungus (Bd), which has caused population declines in hundreds of amphibian species in the Neotropics [24,25], North America [31], Europe [32] and Australia [24,26]. Bd can be transmitted by frog-to-frog contact, but it is also spread through host contact with aquatic environmental reservoirs [33]. Because many amphibian species share the same aquatic breeding sites (e.g. streams and ponds), interspecific transmission is likely, as free-living zoospores can be acquired from the water and initiate the infection of amphibian skin [34]. Therefore, the mode of transmission could influence process in both BEF and disease dynamics. For the present experiment, we used a global panzootic Bd strain (CLFT023) isolated from the Atlantic Coastal Forest, state of Minas Gerais [35].

(c) Experimental design

Each experimental unit consisted of a rectangular terrarium (40 x 29 x 13.5 cm) with terrestrial habitat at one end of the container (autoclaved moist Sphagnum) and aquatic habitat at the other end. To control for host density, each of our experimental units (single-host or multi-host) included four individual amphibians. We replicated single-host treatments four times for each of the seven host species, totalling 28 experimental units. We randomly assigned four unrepeated host species (species richness = 4) to each multi-host treatment, totalling 25 unique host assemblages.

To clear potential Bd infections from the field, we treated experimental animals with Itraconazole (0.01% solution) for 7 days [36] prior to beginning the experiment. A randomly selected subsample of hosts (n = 40) tested negative after the clearing protocol. For the experimental infection, we cultured Bd strain CLFT023 [35] in tryptone agar Petri plates at approximately 19°C for 7 days. We harvested Bd by flooding plates with distilled water and waiting for approximately 3 h for zoospores to release. We then pooled inoculum from plates, quantified zoospores with a haemocytometer and added 10^6 zoospores to release. We swabbed all individuals and terminated the experiment on the 18th day post-infection. This period encompasses approximately five replication cycles of Bd [34] and is sufficient for the pathogen to reach peak infections in susceptible amphibians [37,38]. During the course of the experiment, we swabbed dead or dying animals and removed them from the experimental units. We tested swabs for Bd in duplicate using Taqman qPCR [39,40] with standards of 0.1, 1, 10, 100 and 1000 zoospore genomic equivalents (GE) to determine the infection intensity of Bd in each individual host.

(d) Partitioning the effects of host diversity on Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis

A seminal paper by Loreau & Hector [16] described a quantitative framework for calculating the contribution of selection and complementarity to the net diversity effect on primary producers. This framework has been widely used in BEF studies to examine the impact of plant diversity on yields and herbivory [17–19]; to the best of our knowledge, this study is its first application to disease ecology. The net diversity effect (here redefined as net effect of host diversity) is calculated using the following equation:

\[ \Delta Y = \text{Ncov}(\Delta RY, M) + \text{Nov}(\Delta RY, M) \]

where Ncov(\Delta RY, M) measures complementarity, Nov(\Delta RY, M) measures selection, N = number of host species in the multi-host assemblages, \( M_i = \text{Bd} \) infection loads of species \( i \) in single-host treatments and \( \Delta RY = RY_{AE} - RY_{E} \) = the deviation from expected relative Bd infection loads of species \( i \) in the multi-host assemblage [16].

The complementarity component measures changes in the average infection in diverse host assemblages relative to weighted average loads of host species in uniform populations. Negative values imply that average infection loads are lower in multi-host assemblages than predicted by the infection loads of each component host species in single-host systems. Positive values indicate that average infection loads are higher in multi-host assemblages than predicted by the infection loads of each component species in single-host systems.

Selection, so named because its application is based on Price’s general theory of selection, is measured by a covariance function [41]. In disease ecology, selection can occur when positive or negative diversity–disease relationships are leveraged by the disproportionate impact of one particular species (or guild) in diverse assemblages. Positive selection values indicate that species normally carrying high infection loads in uniform populations obtain even higher infection loads in multi-host assemblages at the same time as other species in the community become less infected or show minor changes in loads. By contrast, negative values for selection indicate that host species normally carrying high infection loads in uniform populations obtain disproportionately lower loads while in diverse assemblages. Because selection measures the disproportionate impact of a species in mixture compared with its performance in single-host treatments, it is expected that species composition (sampling effect) as well as host species interactions will impact this component of diversity. Selection and complementarity add up to the net effect of host diversity; in this paper, we maintain this terminology for consistency across fields.

(e) Statistical analyses

We compared average Bd infection intensity (log_{10} transformed) between diversity treatments (single-host and multi-host) and among the three categories of host AI using a standard least-square general linear model (GLM). We used stratified models with individuals nested within experimental units (nested ANOVA) [42,43]. We tested whether selection, complementarity and the net effect of host diversity were positive, negative or neutral by observing whether 95% confidence intervals overlapped zero. In addition, we used a t-test to compare average host AI between assemblages showing positive and negative complementarity or selection. We did not analyse prevalence data because more than 96% of the hosts became infected with Bd during the experiment. Mortality was low in both single-host (n = 3) and multi-host treatments (n = 6). Nonetheless, because mortality affects total host densities, which was otherwise controlled in our experiment, we repeated the analyses and quantified complementarity, selection and the net host diversity effect while excluding assemblages that experienced mortality.

3. Results

Bd infection loads were reduced by 66.5% in multi-host compared with single-host treatments (multi-host: least-square mean, LSM = 61.892 zoospore GE; 1.171 logGE; single-host:
Figure 1. Effects of host diversity on Bd infection loads. (a) Average Bd infection loads in single- and multi-host treatments (mean ± 95% s.e.). (b) Net effect of host diversity partitioned into the two components complementarity and selection.

\[
\text{LSM} = 184.612 \text{ GE; } 1.354 \log \text{GE; } F = 4.434, p < 0.039; \text{figure 1a).}
\]

We found that this significant reduction in Bd infection loads in diverse host assemblages was driven by the complementarity component (figure 1b). Our measures of selection, however, showed both positive and negative values (of lower intensity) across our mixed host assemblages (figure 1b). Combined, complementarity and selection resulted in a net effect of host diversity reducing Bd infection loads (mean = −0.695 logGE; −0.040, −1.351 CI). These results remained unaltered after assemblages that experienced mortality were omitted from calculations (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

As expected, host species with a high AI carried higher Bd infection loads than terrestrial hosts independent of diversity treatment \((F = 11.288, p = 0.001; \text{figure 2).}\) Furthermore, most host species showed a decrease in Bd infection loads in multi-host assemblages (figure 2). Our test for the effect of host identity on the observed DE showed no association between average host AI and strength of complementarity across diverse host assemblages \((F = 0.003, p = 0.954).\) Conversely, host species composition significantly predicted the direction of selection. Specifically, multi-host assemblages where selection was positive were composed of species with lower host AI when compared with assemblages where selection was negative \((F = 8.267, p = 0.008; \text{electronic supplementary material, table S2; \text{figure 3).})\) This pattern was strongly influenced by the terrestrial host Brachycephalus pitanga, which showed a decrease in infection loads as neighbouring aquatic host species experienced pathogen amplification (figure 3).

### 4. Discussion

Our experiment demonstrated that diversity can reduce Bd infection loads in amphibians through a non-additive mechanism that falls under the umbrella of complementarity \((\text{sensu BEF).}\) Specifically, lower Bd transmission among host species due to reduced shared habitat use was the likely mechanism leading to the observed DE at the community level. Furthermore, the highly variable selection component in our experiment indicated that the presence of a particular host species in diverse assemblages can disproportionately increase or decrease infection loads in neighbouring hosts through direct association. Therefore, non-additive and additive mechanisms of diversity were tightly linked as drivers of chytridiomycosis in our experimental system.

Previous foundational work attributes the DE to a combination of additive and non-additive mechanisms \([10].\) Nevertheless, isolating the effect of biodiversity per se from the impact of host species composition is often a challenging task in natural systems due to the correlative nature of field-collected data. In many cases, anthropogenic habitat change is the proximate force selectively removing host species with high degrees of ecological specialization, and thus habitat generalist hosts often become dominant in depauperate communities \([44–47].\) In the case of Lyme disease, biodiversity loss promotes dominance of the habitat generalist Peromyscus leucopus, a highly competent host of the pathogen Borrelia burgdorferi \([44]\). For West Nile virus infections, host diversity and community competence are tightly negatively correlated, such that depauperate host communities are dominated by competent reservoirs \([46]\). Likewise, biodiversity loss increases transmission of the parasitic trematode Ribeiroia ondatrae because highly competent amphibian hosts dominate species-poor communities \([47]\). These studies found evidence for non-additive mechanisms (shifts in host species interactions) as well as a strong additive mechanism driving DE (numerical dominance of a competent host species). In our study system with randomly assembled host communities, diversity was negatively associated with disease risk when total host density was controlled for. We expect that the DE we observed experimentally would be even stronger in the wild if biodiversity loss in a real system simultaneously leads to changes in density and in community composition (e.g. by favouring superspreaders or species that induce continuous re-infection in neighbouring host species). Even though our experimental study does not perfectly mimic the natural assembly and disassembly of amphibian communities, it provides a quantitative framework for the relative contribution of two important components of diversity to disease dynamics.

By partitioning the net effect of host diversity, we quantified the relative contribution of complementarity and selection. The main mechanism leading the observed community-level DE falls under the umbrella of complementarity \((\text{sensu BEF).}\) \([16],\) where diversity per se led to lower infection loads in diverse assemblages. Niche theory predicts that species in diverse assemblages will compete for resources such as space, and thus benefit from reduced overlap in habitat use \([14]\). Therefore, lower niche overlap can cause both host encounter reduction and decreased exposure to the aquatic pathogen reservoirs such as Bd \((\text{reviewed in [9],})\) thus having a potential impact on both density- and frequency-dependent Bd transmission \([48,49]\). A second potential mechanism by which complementarity can lead to DE is inhibition through associational resistance among particular host species \([22]\). However, our community-level measures of Bd infection loads in diverse assemblages were not strongly driven by a particular combination of species,
Colours represent host AI ranging from fully terrestrial (AI = 1) to mostly aquatic (AI = 2). D. minutus tolerates aquatic hosts from the dry terrestrial habitat, thus skin, and it is possible that this species deterred more susceptible aquatic hosts from the dry terrestrial habitat, thus avoiding overlapping data points). Assemblages containing the aposematic pumpkin toadlet (Brachycephalus pitanga) are highlighted with an asterisk. Colours represent host AI ranging from fully terrestrial (AI = 0) to mostly aquatic (AI = 2).

Figure 2. Average Bd infection load across single- and multi-host treatments (least-square mean ± s.e.). Species abbreviations: B. pitanga, PIT; I. parva, PAR; D. minutus, MIN; H. bandeirantes, BAN; S. hayii, HAY; H. phyllodes, PHY; P. cuvieri, CUV. Colours represent host AI ranging from fully terrestrial (AI = 0) to mostly aquatic (AI = 2).

Figure 3. Selection component across 25 unique and equally diverse host assemblages. Bars represent average host AI (± 95% s.e.) for assemblages experiencing positive and negative selection (graph jittering added to avoid overlapping data points). Assemblages containing the aposomatic pumpkin toadlet (Brachycephalus pitanga) are highlighted with an asterisk. Colours represent host AI ranging from fully terrestrial (AI = 0) to mostly aquatic (AI = 2).

as we did not find an association between host composition and the intensity of complementarity.

Even though host species composition did not explain the intensity and direction of complementarity, we found it to be important in explaining selection. Specifically, we found positive values for selection in assemblages containing both terrestrial and aquatic hosts, and negative values in assemblages dominated by aquatic hosts (figure 3). This seems counterintuitive because terrestrial host species carry lower infection loads while in single-host treatments, and thus cannot be directly responsible for positive selection. However, the presence of the terrestrial aposomatic pumpkin toadlet (Brachycephalus pitanga) may indirectly cause a disproportionate increase in infection loads of one or few neighbouring aquatic host species (figure 3). Brachycephalus pitanga secretes tetrodotoxin (a potent neurotoxin) from its skin, and it is possible that this species deterred more susceptible aquatic hosts from the dry terrestrial habitat, thus disproportionately increasing their exposure to Bd in the aquatic environment. Alternatively, pumpkin toadlets may compromise the ability of neighbouring hosts to fight infections through chemical interference [50] in a way similar to allelopathy in plants. According to our results, B. pitanga could potentially increase the likelihood of local extinction in aquatic hosts and, over multiple generations, become the dominant host species. We must highlight, however, that this final outcome of selection was not captured by our short-term experiment, as competitive exclusion could not take place during the length of our study. Nevertheless, the multiple aspects of host species interactions highlight the importance of measuring both complementarity and selection, allowing us to propose further hypotheses about potential mechanisms for species- and community-level processes leading to pathogen dilution or amplification.

Our results, combined with previous empirical laboratory studies [51,52], support the DE in amphibian–Bd systems. By contrast, our previous field-based empirical studies found strong support for Bd amplification [53]. Using field-collected data, we reported a positive relationship between amphibian species richness and Bd infection, after accounting for the effects of land cover and climate [53]. Two habitat generalist amphibians from Costa Rica (the rain frog, Craugastor fitzingeri) and Australia (the stony creek frog, Litoria lesueurii) showed higher Bd occurrence, prevalence and infection loads in diverse communities. We hypothesized that natural species-rich communities are more likely to include competent hosts for Bd than depauperate ones, increasing pathogen transmission. For instance, natural species-rich communities include a higher proportion of stream-dwelling specialists [54,55] that often carry higher Bd infection intensities in the wild [25,29]. Most host species in these diverse natural communities may have had a higher likelihood of suffering Bd spillover from the highly infected stream dwellers, such as species of Ateles in Central America [25] and Titidelphus in Australia [56]. Combined, these findings illustrate that studies investigating diversity–disease relationships will show contrasting results when non-additive and additive effects of diversity are not quantified independently. Because observational field studies cannot fully disentangle the impact of species interactions from additive effects, laboratory-controlled experiments will continue to be important to understand mechanisms of species interactions driving wildlife diseases.
Global biodiversity is declining sharply, due in large part to anthropogenic habitat change and emerging diseases [4,57,58]. Therefore, understanding the mechanisms by which biodiversity alters disease dynamics can considerably advance the field of disease ecology and has important implications for conservation of natural populations. Our results indicate that shifts in host interactions and habitat use—both mechanisms of complementarity—can drive DE. In our study system, dilution was probably driven by interactions in diverse assemblages that reduced host contact rates and Bd transmission. Partitioning the net effect of host diversity on disease across several unique communities, rather than relying on the correlative effects of host species richness, evenness and composition, will allow us to identify specific mechanisms of diversity–disease relationships and test for their generality across host communities. Finally, our study shows that the application of methods from BEF can facilitate new avenues in experimental design and data analysis, with important theoretical implications for the field of disease ecology, and practical implications for understanding and predicting wildlife epidemics.
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